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I.D. IOKHAI OIEIKERE
Sartonial lVoments and the Neanness of Yesterday

Centne fon Contemponary Art, Lagos
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cn-',ained within this exhibition, it is a
erne that enables us to ascertain visual
crrons of the social, economic and politi-
al cimensions of particular peniods, Like
is contemporanies seydou Keita and
la;ick sidibe, ojeikene's work neveals an
s:ute sensibility and keen willingness to
rpture the subtle transfonmations in
ryie and dress. sustained engagement
rih ojeikere's oeuvre reveals that much
' his work can be situated at the intersec-
lns between western and traditional
'y'les of dness. Having noticed a shift in
r ir tnends, during the fifties and early
r[ies, of women incneasingly wearing
Es, ojeikere believed that traditional
ii.styling might disappean all togethen.
j'vvever, indicative of tnends, these
instyles did retunn. Believing photogra-
'y to be the best tool for archiving such
rles, he began wonking on his most well
rwn body of work-the ,Hairstyles,

:'ect. As a series, 'Hairstyles, is com_
s=d of appnoximately one thousand
3ges. The taxonomic methodology of his
ictrce meant that in addition to photo-
rphing the various styles, he also stud-

rnein cultunal and historical signifi-
'1C e,

'okhai ojeikene has achieved a great
ri in documenting, through photogra_

the innumerable shifts in cultural
rds within Nigeria. His work with
'urduals and group subjects makes for a
*,rEl commentary on people,s behav_' cultural identity and social relations,

providing an insight into undenstanding
the many changes in styre that nave
occurred over time. on display is a selec_
tion of images retating to trends in hair,
gele tying and clothing styles. ln the exhibi-
tion we encounter a selection of large
studio-based images that, with their visrlal
resemblance to the blaxsploitation move-
ment, depict women donning dresses of
western inftuence. These wonks ane
supplemented by a section dedicated to
images depicting men in vanious styles of
dress, thus signaling that these sartorial

The notion of the photo album is quite
germane, fon it calls to mind impressions
of the past and memory, or documenta-
tion and archive. such thoughts highlight
the intimacy that of[en results from
processes of reflection. lt is with this
sense of proximity that this exhibition-in
broaching history through its various
saftorial moments-atLempts to inspire
the viewer to estabrish a sense of near-
ness with his or hen own past, as well as
the past of Nigenia.

Oyinda Fakeye
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"Hainstyles,"

"Hainstyles,"

"J.D.',Okhai
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